Microarray is a general scheme to identify differentially expressed genes for a target concept and can be used for biology. The output is presented utilizing a heatmap that biologists analyze in related terms of gene ontology to determine the characteristics of differentially expressed genes. In this paper, we propose an integrated visualization tool for a heatmap and gene ontology graph. Most of the previous methods used were static and none of them were combined. The proposed visualization tool integrates these and provides users with an interactive management ability. Users can easily identify and confirm related terms of gene ontology for given differentially expressed genes. Further, the proposed tool visualizes the connections between genes on the heatmap and gene ontology graph. Therefore, the proposed tool can be used for precision healthcare.
Introduction
Genes are related to many life phenomena. Researchers attempt to determine casual genes related to disease or other life phenomena. If we are able to identify useful information from genes, we can apply it to genomic medicine or healthcare training; precision healthcare may be possible. To accomplish this, we compare the gene expression level between case and control samples. If differentially expressed genes (DEGs) exist between the case and control samples, they are considered candidates of causal genes. Microarray is a general scheme employed to identify differentially expressed genes for a target concept [1] . In the microarray image, each dot corresponds to an oligonucleotide probe and its color indicates the expression level of the gene. Image analysis software converts the colors to numeric expression values. RNA-Seq is another scheme used to locate DEGs. It was developed for transcriptome profiling. It provides a considerably more precise measurement of the levels of transcripts and their isoforms than other next generation sequencing (NGS) methods [2] .
A DEG list consists of a gene list and their expression values. However, it is difficult to understand the meanings of a gene set. Therefore, a heatmap is used to visualize DEGs. In a heatmap, a column indicates the expression levels of a gene and a row indicates a sample.
Even though the heatmap indicates the difference in the gene expression levels between two groups, biologists must determine the characteristics of the genes in a DEG list. We pose the following questions. What are the common characteristics of upregulated genes? What is the difference between upregulated and downregulated genes? Gene ontology (GO) [3] is widely used to determine the characteristics of a given gene set. From a practical viewpoint, gene ontology is a representation of something we know regarding a gene. GO addresses three domains: the cellular component, biological pathway, and molecular function. The terms in GO have a hierarchical structure and the GO graph has non-circular directed links. Each of the terms in GO has a relationship with certain genes. If we identify GO terms that have a relationship with the given DEG, we can assume that this DEG has characteristics that GO terms represent. To maximize the opportunities for identifying the hidden meanings of DEG characteristics (using a biological analysis process), an effective visualization and data management tool is indispensable.
In this paper, we propose the interactive visualization tool DegoViz (from DEG and GO), an analysis tool for a heatmap and gene ontology graph. DegoViz supports identifying a DEG from microarray data using custom threshold values from the user and visualizing the heatmap from the output of the DEG list and the corresponding GO graph. To allow biologists to discover new insight from this visualized data, DegoViz also provides an interaction technique between the visualized data of the heatmap and the GO graph. This includes an interactive response that when either genes on the heatmap or the GO terms on the GO graph are selected, the corresponding element reacts. In this manner, we can easily observe connections between groups of genes on the heatmap and the GO terms on the GO graph. We focus on the aesthetic approach, which is an important factor in data visualization for the recognition of complex data [4] . We expect that these new technical and graphic approaches to assist biologists determine new and meaningful insight.
DegoViz overcomes the previous problems by integrating the three vital functions into a single application (see Figure 1) . It is optimized for DEG research and its corresponding GO terms. It is the first tool that proposes the display of a specific relationship between these items with real-time interaction. This facilitates the simultaneous management of the vital functions of biological analysis using interactive means. The proposed tools maximize the efficiency and convenience of the DEG analysis process.
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Materials and Methods

Related Works
Currently, many tools have been proposed for analyzing DEGs and the corresponding GO terms. They can be categorized into three groups according to their purpose: (1) identifying a DEG from microarray data; (2) visualizing the corresponding GO from the DEG; and (3) exploring information related to a GO term.
First, for identifying DEGs from the microarray data, some tools are available to obtain the desired result, including a single image heatmap visualizing the expression of the genes and organism [5] [6] [7] . Because they focus on statistical techniques, they do not provide a graphical user interface (GUI) for modifying the heatmap. Second, web-based applications for determining GO 
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First, for identifying DEGs from the microarray data, some tools are available to obtain the desired result, including a single image heatmap visualizing the expression of the genes and organism [5] [6] [7] . Because they focus on statistical techniques, they do not provide a graphical user interface (GUI) for modifying the heatmap. Second, web-based applications for determining GO terms exist [8] [9] [10] . When there is user provided DEG input data, applications provide the corresponding GO terms with a visualized graph. However, the majority of these applications, such as GOrilla (see Figure 2 ) [10] , are based on the graph drawing software graphViz [11] , which only provides a single static image of the drawn graph. Force-directed graphs for visualization were proposed [12] . Several applications such as biNGO [13] are implemented based on Cytoscope [14] , an effective tool for visualizing network relationships and providing user interaction. However, it does not provide the interactivity between integrated visualizations. Therefore, when users require additional information regarding a certain GO term, they must use another application for searching the GO library, such as QuickGO [15] or AmiGo [16] . These GO term searching applications provide specific information and relationships between GO terms.
In the process of biological research, from the data analysis of DEGs to viewing the related GO graph and specific terms, the three types of applications mentioned above must be utilized. Despite the importance of this ongoing process, due to its existence in distinct applications, there is a lack of efficiency and inconvenience in research and a low probability of finding new observations. Further, as previously mentioned, the technique in graph visualization depending on graph visualizing software [11, 14] is limited to drawing static images, which decreases the possibilities of application development for other purposes.
Functions of DegoViz and Development Environment
DegoViz is a window-based software and is an implemented version of a prior study regarding visualizing microarray and gene ontology analysis [17] . Each step of the implementation is completed to provide biologists with new insight and focuses on research efficiency and intuitive visualization. The program is structured in three modules: session management, data processing, and visualization (see Table 1 ). The session management module provides session-based data management. Working in a session saves the target microarray files, group information for the files, and species information. DegoViz accepts the CEL file format of the data measured by Affymetrix arrays. Users can also store threshold values such as p-values and fold-change values to limit the number of DEGs. If users perform the data processing step, the result is stored in the session folder and users are not required to perform the same data processing step in the future. The data processing module is programmed to determine the DEG list according to the defined threshold values. We use the affy and limma methods implemented in the affy and limma package in R [18, 19] . After producing the DEG list, DegoViz searches for related GO terms using the clusterProfiler package in R [20] . Information regarding the DEG list and GO terms is stored for visualization. The visualization module draws an interactive heatmap and GO graph using the DEG list and related GO terms. Both the heatmap and GO graph are implemented in a real-time interactive manner, which allows users to observe the relationship between the DEGs and GO terms. The GO.db package in R [21] provides information regarding the hierarchy structure for the GO terms, which are illustrated in the GO graph. The user interface of DegoViz is implemented in the Java language. The majority of the data processing is implemented in the R language, (http://www.r-project.org), which uses subpackages in Bioconductor [22] . To communicate between R and Java, we use the RServe server engine [23] . To visualize the clustered data passed by R, we reconstruct the data into a directed acyclic graph structure; we use the jGprahT library [24] . Visualization implementation is completed with the Processing library [25] , which is a strong tool for interactive visualization. Additional plugins are the toxiclibs (http://toxiclibs.org/) and ControlP5 (http://www.sojamo.de/libraries/controlP5/), which are used for the physical simulations and the GUI.
There are three important requisites that must be considered when designing the GO graph with the DEG list. First, the overall pathway of the ontology relationship must be easily recognizable. When biologists research the GO terms from the graph, they analyze them by following the relation path upward/downward between GO terms. It is important to have fluent work lines along the connection of the GO term nodes. Secondly, the enriched GO terms must be clearly perceptible to the researchers. Because the GO terms have special meaning and information in research, distinct from normal terms, they must be easily distinguishable from the other terms. Finally, a high perception of the relationship between the DEGs and the corresponding GO terms provides greater opportunities for identifying new interesting topics. Therefore, determining the number of significant results that are affected depends on the design of the DEG and the GO term relationship.
When visualizing the three design requisites together for effective biological research, we think of a modern subway route map design. First proposed by Harry Beck [26] , the subway route map proposes an intuitive design for complex networks and has characteristics that are similar to our use of design requisites. First, the subway stations in the same line are linked continuously from start to end. The continuous line makes it easy to follow the path of multiple nodes. Further, the name of each station is labeled next to the station designation, which is outside the path. This manner of displaying provides a useful recognition of the linked nodes and separation of nodes and labels, which provides an additional element that can store information. We also introduce the concept of grid layout. Former studies have determined that from human study, users tend to layout graph data in an orthogonal shape [27] . We apply this information by placing and drawing the nodes in a grid position.
Results
With the rapid development of bioinformatics computing technology, visualizing large, complex biological data has become an important topic. Visualization facilitates determining new insight that was not developed using the former data. In this study, we propose two major visualizations: the DEG heatmap and the corresponding GO graph. The visualization provides focus in three areas. First, it enriches the intuition of complex data by converting text data to that which is visual. Then, it allows convenience in searching through the data using an interactive dashboard. Finally, it provides a relationship between the DEG and the GO term by allowing for the real-time interaction between the two visualizations.
DEG Heatmap
Microarray DEG data is a set of differentially expressed genes. The data set increases to an enormous scale when the number of samples being compared is large or the DEG is identified in large numbers. For this reason, the proposed common method of presenting gene expression in biomedical science is the use of a heatmap. Each sample of the gene is color-coded for different strengths, which makes it easier to compare the expression levels from the overall expression map.
We follow the most common approach of the previous heatmap visualization method and provide additional functionality (see Figure 3) . The proposed implemented heatmap is interactive, not static; users can zoom in/out on the heatmap; this assists in the viewing of the affected genes inside the hundreds of genes in the heatmap. Moreover, users can display various gene IDs such as a prove ID, gene symbol, and Entriz gene ID on the heatmap. The proposed heatmap provides gene searching using any ID type. Finally, by positioning the mouse in a specific location of the DEG list, users can view information that is more detailed, such as the gene expression value, which is a description concerning pointed genes. The web-based SVM (Smart Virtual Machine) interpreter executes the contents through a stack-based calculation. To accomplish this, the interpreter loads the SEF file and executes the relevant command. The results are reflected in the memory model and interpreter status.
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Gene Ontology Graph
Gene ontology has a hierarchical data structure, where each term can have multiple parents and multiple children. A directed acyclic graph (DAG) is commonly used for the GO graph. GO terms and their relationships are expressed by nodes and edges. The primary difficulty in GO graph visualization is displaying a large number of edges. Because GO terms have eight types of different relationships between them, a GO graph displays considerably more edges than a normal graph [28] . In our implementation, we visualize a GO graph that is based on the DAG drawing strategy proposed by AT&T [29] . The strategy proposes minimizing edge crossing by utilizing a heuristic approach.
The GO graph visualization in DegoViz has diverse properties. Each GO term displays the connections with neighbors with its annotation (see Figure 4) . Enriched GO terms are color-coded with their p-value and display the corresponding DEG collection, which is designated within a circle. If GO terms share the same DEG, then DegoViz provides interactive facilities similar to the heatmap. Users can review detailed information on the specific GO term, including the corresponding DEG list, by simply placing the mouse over it. When the GO term is clicked, all of the parent GO terms between the root GO terms are highlighted and vice versa. This allows the users to easily follow the path of all related terms from the overall graph. We also propose the display controller (on the right side of the window). This allows the display of only those elements set by the user. This facilitates the clear recognition of a complex relationship between GO terms because users can select a certain type of relationship for display. When corresponding GO terms appear on large-scale graph data, it is difficult to display and understand the details from the "big" picture. For a more user-friendly data search, we provide a zoom in/out and screen move function, allowing users to easily move to a position on the overall graph and display the specific relationship of the GO terms.
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The GO graph visualization in DegoViz has diverse properties. Each GO term displays the connections with neighbors with its annotation (see Figure 4) . Enriched GO terms are color-coded with their p-value and display the corresponding DEG collection, which is designated within a circle. If GO terms share the same DEG, then DegoViz provides interactive facilities similar to the heatmap. Users can review detailed information on the specific GO term, including the corresponding DEG list, by simply placing the mouse over it. When the GO term is clicked, all of the parent GO terms between the root GO terms are highlighted and vice versa. This allows the users to easily follow the path of all related terms from the overall graph. We also propose the display controller (on the right side of the window). This allows the display of only those elements set by the user. This facilitates the clear recognition of a complex relationship between GO terms because users can select a certain type of relationship for display. When corresponding GO terms appear on large-scale graph data, it is difficult to display and understand the details from the "big" picture. For a more user-friendly data search, we provide a zoom in/out and screen move function, allowing users to easily move to a position on the overall graph and display the specific relationship of the GO terms. To consider the relationship between different enriched GO terms that share the same DEG, we introduce two additional visualization tools for the relation between a DEG and corresponding GO terms. The first graph displays how GO terms share their corresponding DEG sets (see Figure 5 ). Over the enriched gene ontology, the number of corresponding DEGs is assigned in green. A green line between two GO terms means that they share the same genes. The assigned number on the line indicates the number of shared genes. For example, in Figure 5 , the graph indicates that two GO To consider the relationship between different enriched GO terms that share the same DEG, we introduce two additional visualization tools for the relation between a DEG and corresponding GO terms. The first graph displays how GO terms share their corresponding DEG sets (see Figure 5 ).
Over the enriched gene ontology, the number of corresponding DEGs is assigned in green. A green line between two GO terms means that they share the same genes. The assigned number on the line indicates the number of shared genes. For example, in Figure 5 , the graph indicates that two GO terms, "neuron differentiation" and "central nervous system neuron development", share five DEGs, where each has 13 and five corresponding DEGs. This means that all of the DEGs from the latter are included in the former ontology.
Another graph indicates how an individual DEG relates to the corresponding GO terms (see Figure 6 ). It displays specific DEGs that are linked to multiple GO terms. We implement this feature using multidimensional scaling (MDS) [30, 31] in circular space. The MDS method places the DEGs, the green dots in the graph in Figure 6 , at the optimal position nearest to the enriched GO terms to which they belong. This allows users to recognize the similarity of the DEG set, which relates to similar GO terms. For example, by reviewing Figure 6 , we can observe that the four DEGs located in the center are linked to all of the enriched GO terms, which means that these genes belong to all of the enriched GO terms in the graph. Further, we can observe that all DEGs that belong to ontology "negative regulation of neuron differentiation" and "central nervous system neuron development" are shared with the three other enriched GO terms. For both graphs, user interaction is available to search for information that is more specific.
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Interaction Design between Heatmap and Gene Ontology Graph
As mentioned previously, integrating the DEG heatmap and gene ontology graph provides the relationship between the DEG and the corresponding GO terms to enhance the probability of identifying new insight into biological meaning. For this purpose, DegoViz implements a real-time connection between the DEG heatmap and the GO graph. From the heatmap view, when a set of DEGs on the heatmap is selected, the corresponding GO terms on the GO graph respond. Similarly, from the GO graph view, when users select a specific enriched GO term from the GO graph, its corresponding genes on the heatmap respond. Figure 7 illustrates how interaction works between the heatmap and GO graph. In Figure 7a , eight DEGs are selected from the heatmap and all the enriched GO terms that are related to those selected DEGs are identified in the GO graph in red. Moreover, the selected DEGs are highlighted in an additional visualization, as illustrated in Figure 7c . In Figure 7b , the ontology "neuron differentiation" is selected from the GO graph and the DEGs that are related to this ontology are highlighted in the heatmap by a blinking blue color.
This functionality is new to the proposed tool. In the previous analysis process, determining the DEGs and the posterior analysis for the DEGs was separate (see Figure 1) . The heatmap for the DEG provides a wealth of information: the difference in the expression level between genes, p-values and fold change (FC) values, and up/down regulated genes between sample groups. However, only the list of gene names is used for posterior analysis. The posterior analysis tool omits the information that the heatmap displays (see Figure 1a) . It restricts users to the biological insight that the DEG list contains. Therefore, the proposed DegoViz attempts to retain the valuable information in the heatmap during the posterior analysis (see Figure 1b) . Users can review the related GO terms with the overall DEG list. They can also examine the related GO terms for only upregulated genes or affected genes in the DEG list. 
Discussion
DegoViz focuses on the aesthetic aspect of visualizing the GO graph. In previous DEG analysis work, the GO graphs were typically visualized in a hierarchical tree, which was not significantly different from the work proposed by GOrilla (see Figure 2) . In this visual representation, each of the GO terms is presented as a primitive shaped node. Then, they are linked with directional arrow lines and color-coded based on the expression values. The image displays all of the essential information that must be expressed; however, the application of its flat color and stiff shape seriously limits the potential of providing a high perception. Other works proposed the force-directed graph for visualization. This radial shaped method of visualizing has more weaknesses than strengths in GO graph visualization. Although it has the efficiency of saving space when drawing a tree structure, the complexity of the GO term relations is difficult to recognize when drawn in a forced-directed graph. Furthermore, it is difficult to see the hierarchical order and the overall flow of the ontology path.
In the biological process, genes interact when joined together. This means that life phenomena are not dependent on a single gene; rather, they are dependent on a group of genes. An important task is to determine the biological meaning of a particular group of genes. In this paper, we proposed an integrated visualization tool to facilitate the determination of this meaning and develop biological insight from a DEG list. The proposed prototype supports the biological process of GO. Our next version may contain a cellular component and molecular function. Further, we may include an advanced function such as a DEG selection tool.
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